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President’s Message
Happy New Year! I hope all of your holiday festivities were
wonderful and that you're all ready to face the new year.
I don't know about all of you, but my personal resolution
was to dive more in 2017. Unfortunately, with this cold
weather, my resolution is off to bit of a slow start. This
might be the year that I get dry gloves. I'm hoping that all
of you are doing a bit better sticking to your resolutions.

Last year saw a huge bump to our membership, both in actual members as well as active
members. I'm hoping we keep the momentum going into 2017. I've met a lot of the new
members, and look forward to meeting more of you. If you're a new member, and have not
joined a dive yet, I hope you will consider joining us on a dive soon. Don't worry if you don't
already have a buddy, that's exactly what the club is here to help with, in addition to allowing
those with much more local experience share that experience with newer people. If you have
any questions or concerns about a dive, I encourage you to contact the dive host ahead of time
to discuss your experience level or concerns around finding a buddy.
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At our January board meeting, we will start planning the Banquet as well as the 2017 summer
social events. If you would like to assist with any of these events, please let someone on the
board know that you would like to volunteer your services. These events can be time consuming
to plan and organize and any and all assistance is greatly appreciated. Also, we have noticed that
Meetup is changing their policies with regard to "files". We will be discussing this, as well as
alternative methods to provide a similar offering to our membership.
I would like to take a moment and thank both Fritz Merkel for running a currents class last month,
and Bob Bailey for running an upcoming navigation workshop and hosting a dive planning party.
Hosting events like these is a great benefit to our membership, as well as the dive community as
a whole, and I'm know they are greatly appreciated.
Additionally, I would like to thank all of the wonderful individuals that contributed to the Buoy
Tender in 2016 as well as this first 2017 issue and issues going forward. I'm sure many of us have
taken for granted the fact that every month we get to enjoy a high quality newsletter with fantastic
articles produced by our own members. I know we don't say it enough, but we appreciate the time
and effort you put into writing these articles, and contributing stunning photographs, for the benefit
of our club members.
It is also time to renew your membership. We have had just over 50% of our membership
renewed on-time by January 1st. If have not paid your dues, and you plan on doing so, please
pay your dues as soon as possible. Due to the work of the last Board, we have streamlined the
renewal process and you do not need to resubmit any forms or waivers. However, if you let you
membership lapse, and you would like to join again, we will need you to fill out a new membership
agreement in addition to paying your dues. It's less work for everyone to renew prior to letting
your membership lapse.
Lastly, please take a minute to update your online Meetup profile and questions. If you have not
provided an email address, I would ask that you do. In June, when we hold board elections, voting
will be done electronically and your ballot will be sent to the email address that you provide in
your profile. If we do not have your email address, you will not be able to participate in these
elections, polling, or any other decision that requires a vote.
Dive Safe. Dive Often.
Josh Schripsema
President, MBDC
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Cover Photo(s)
Taken by: Dave Ballard
Location: Redondo Beach, Des Moines, WA
Camera data: Olympus E-PM1 w/ M.14-42mm @ 34mm and a SubSee +10 macro wet lens.
2 Sea&Sea YS-D1 strobes. 1/160th sec. f/11, ISO 200m

New Members
Gabriel Clark

Shawn Looney

Andrew Collins

Colin Miller

Karen Spink

Emily Dingwell

Billy Ball

Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the region.
As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all
experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. The meeting
is a great opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting speakers, and get
into the swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site.


First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center.



If you get 6 Club members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of your
choice.
That’s almost $100 for very little work, but lots of fun. Everybody wins!

February Monthly Meeting

February 1, 2017
Sunset Hill Community Center
Featured speakers, Rick Stratton and Jim Trask
will talk about the Washington Scuba Alliance and the Dive Expo 2017.
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A Balancing Act
By Sue Bream
With 2017 underway, many of us are thinking about what we want to do differently this year.
A key concept that usually surfaces is finding balance in our lives. As a Personal Trainer and
Health Coach, this topic is on my mind for many of my clients as well. As divers, our definition
of balance focuses on balancing on one foot while we put on our fins in the water, or not
slipping as we walk up or down the beach on cobbles and wet kelp!
Some of us might also have to address finding balance in our lives if our spouse or significant
other doesn’t dive, but that is another topic!
In an earlier Marker Buoy artice I wrote about balance and suggested that you start simple,
for example, standing on one foot on solid ground. From there, you add challenges such as
changing the surface beneath your feet, or turning your head, and finally closing your eyes.
In this article, we are going to look at a simple balance test that you can try at home and work
on if you find it challenging. I find that balance is not a continuum, but can vary day to day.
We will also all have a naturally easier side.
You want to stand barefoot on the floor with your feet staggered one in
front of the other. Your feet can either be slightly apart (easier), or
heel to toe (harder). Arms can be out to the sides, or, for more
challenge, crossed in front of your chest. Hold this for up to 30
seconds. If you start with 10 seconds, then you know that you have
some work to do.
The next step is to turn your head side to side, changing your vision.
We rely a lot on vision for balance.
Finally, if you can balance with your head turning, try closing your
eyes. The actual balance test that this is based on calls for holding
the arms crossed and eyes closed position for 60 seconds!
Repeat this on the other side.
I find that one “trick” to feeling more balanced during these exercises
is to actually focus on the muscles involved in balancing, starting with your feet. Use your
arches. They are meant to stabilize you. Moving up the body, feel which leg muscles are
involved, feel your hip muscles and glutes, tighten abs.
Working on your balance will have huge payoffs when it comes to walking down the beach with
all of your dive gear on, or stepping over submerged rocks that you cannot see as you get out of
the water at Redondo, or as you struggle to get that one fin on as the waves come in.

Sue Bream is an ACSM and ACE certified Personal Trainer, certified Pilates instructor, and
Health Coach, as well as avid scuba diver.

Questions? Email her at sue@suebreamfitness.com. Find her at www.suebreamfitness.com.
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San Diego Diving
Text and photos by Steve Metzner
November 28th, 2016
Over Labor Day, while visiting my daughter and her husband to be, Sue and I decided to haul all
of our gear and book a couple of days diving out of Mission Bay.

We hooked up with Marissa Charters (which I would highly recommend).

We only had 2 days to dive, so on our first day we headed out to Wreck Alley and dove the HMCS
Yukon and the El Ray.
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The HMCS Yukon is a Canadian destroyer and the sister ship of the HMCS MacKenzie which was
sunk off of Gooch Island, Sidney BC. The wreck is large 366’ on it’s side with a depth of 80 to 100’.

Sue on the Yukon

What makes this wreck so unique is that it is completely covered with a tapestry of Cornyactis /
Strawberry anemones. The color was simply amazing.

Star Stack on the Yukon

The surge was so strong at 80’ that you had to be careful around small hatchways as the surge
would force you into the openings and back out if that be the case.
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The second dive was on a scuttled kelp cutter the El
Ray.
The El Ray was pretty well flattened out, not a lot of
structure above the sea floor and somewhat hard to
find.
It did not have a subsurface buoy and required an
anchor drag over the co-ordinates. The skipper missed
and we did a 20 min 80’ bottom swim before we finally
found it. While searching we ran across a very large
number of juvenile Pacific Spiny lobsters.
The next dive day was spent out in the kelp beds off of
Point Loma. It has been an El Nino year and the heavy
surge had destroyed large areas of the kelp forest. That
being said the area was still beautiful with a lot of life.

I had lived in the Bay area in the late 70’s and had the
opportunity to dive the Monterrey area extensively and
was quite accustomed to heavy surge. This was a challenge, one moment you are here taking a photo
and the next you are over there.
Yukon hatchway

We saw chestnut coweries, Spanish
shawl nudibranchs, the iconic Garibaldi and the only Moray Eel that I have
ever seen while California diving.

Two days is never enough so we will
have to go back.

Garibaldi
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Moray Eel

Spanish Shawl nudibranch
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Are Your Currents Current?
By Doug Miller
If you are interested in tides and currents predications, please
read on. I’m not sure if this this is generally known but it looks
like NOAA has made major changes to its current forecasting
models. As a result, many of the programs and tools we have
been using to do current predictions are no longer in sync with
the latest NOAA models.
I’m not sure what caused the big change but the data is now quite different plus there is more data and
it is supposedly more accurate. So the best current source for current tables from what I can see is
NOAA itself. Visit NOAA here: https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/noaacurrents/Stations?g=698
We now have 131 harmonic stations (up from 7 harmonic stations) and many stations now have current
predications for various depths. In the past, we had major harmonic stations such as Admiralty Inlet off
Bush Point that had a fixed model for predicting currents. Most of the other current stations were
subordinate stations and were built using offsets for slack, ebb and flood times as well as strength.
It appears the old harmonic stations e.g. Admiralty Inlet (PCT1541) have not changed between the old
model and the new model. What has changed are the predictions for stations that used to be
subordinate stations. Many stations that used to be subordinate stations are now primary harmonic
stations meaning they have their own unique model instead of being a set of offsets from a master
station.

In addition, many of the stations that had been retired years ago are now back to being official stations.
For example, in our home area, Rich Passage West End is now a harmonic station and we also now
have a Rich Passage, East End station very close to Bainbridge Reef and the south-east entrance to
Rich Passage. Restoration Point off the south-east end of Bainbridge Island is also back as a current
station. In addition, NOAA has gone a step further and added predications for different depths for many
of the stations.
Holy Cow – how useful is that for diving? So now instead of having one fairly inaccurate surface-based
station for Rich Passage, West End, we now have much more precise predications for three depths:
12 FSW, 31 FSW and 57 FSW. The following table shows the current state for Rich Passage stations:
ID

LAT

LONG

PREDICTIONS

Rich Passage, East end (Depth 11ft)

PUG1513

47.5700° N

122.5298° W

Harmonic

Rich Passage, East end (Depth 38ft)

PUG1513

47.5700° N

122.5298° W

Harmonic

Rich Passage, East end (Depth 70ft)

PUG1513

47.5700° N

122.5298° W

Harmonic

Off Pleasant Beach

PCT1701

47.5833° N

122.5333° W

Subordinate

Rich Passage, West end (Depth 12ft)

PUG1514

47.5899° N

122.5623° W

Harmonic

Rich Passage, West end (Depth 31ft)

PUG1514

47.5899° N

122.5623° W

Harmonic

Rich Passage, West end (Depth 57ft)

PUG1514

47.5899° N

122.5623° W

Harmonic

Rich Passage
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Double checking most of the apps out there I found none that have all the changes. Most are still using
the old model and none account for the extra depth prediction models. The iOS AyeTide app is the
closest from what I can see.
The following table shows the different predictions for Rich Passage, West End on December 28 th, 2016.
NOAA 12 FSW

NOAA 31 FSW

NOAA 57 FSW

AyeTides

DeepZoom

Event

Time

Speed

Time

Speed

Time

Speed

Time

Speed

Time

Speed

flood

1:42

2.95

1:48

3.00

1:48

2.88

1:45

2.96

1:58

3.76

slack

5:52

ebb

8:42

slack

11:06

flood

13:30

slack

16:00

ebb

20:00

slack

23:06

5:48
-1.68

8:42

5:54
-1.70

11:00
1.23

13:36

20:06
23:06

-1.56

11:00
1.16

16:00
-3.61

8:42

5:41

13:36

20:12
23:03

-1.70

11:03
1.04

16:00
-3.65

8:42

6:16

13:34

20:03
23:06

-2.25

11:15
1.25

15:56
-3.45

8:50

13:33

0.89

16:04
-3.61

20:10

-4.00

22:46

The NOAA predications use the new model. The AyeTides app follows the new model fairly well and
seems to have a blended prediction by averaging the three depth predictions. I also included
predictions from DeepZoom, a popular web-based tides and current solution, which uses the old
model.
Other popular apps such as Nobeltec Tides and Currents, Navionics and xtide-based apps all still
use the old model as well. As you can see there are fairly major differences in not just the predicted
times for slack, max ebb and max flood, but also the strengths for each exchange.
The bottom line is you should think about checking out the new NOAA predictions before planning
your next dive. You may find the area where you are going now has more accurate current
predications. But of course, these are only predictions for one spot. Other factors such as distance
from the current station, nearby points of land, underwater structure and extreme weather conditions
can also impact the current at the exact site where you are diving.
Plus, you have the general rule that currents tend to be less extreme the closer you are to shore.
But all in all, this is an exciting new development and hopefully will allow us all to do an even better
job planning our dives in current sensitive sites.
Enjoy your diving and be safe.
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A Quick Review of the 2016 Dive Year
Dives: Marker Buoy Members
Text and graphs: Myra Wisotzky

The Marker Buoy Dive Club has truly earned its reputation as an active dive club! Just have a look at the
chart above and those on the following pages. They dramatically illulstrate how very active we are in
diving the Puget Sound. Thirty individuals posted and hosted a total of 130 dive events on Meetup with
more than 800 person/dives over the course of last year. That’s a lot of diver participation!
A quick review of 2016 dives shows some interesting things. Please keep in mind these are fairly rough
figures that reflect trends and generalities. For example, the Nanaimo trip and the God’s Pocket trip were
multi-day boat trips but are counted as only one event. Same for the San Juan and Ocean Quest oneday dive events even though they each represent multiple dives.
So. As the pie chart above shows about half of our dives are plain old shore dives. But “plain” and “old”
don’t do justice to the extent of critter observation, photography, skill practice, exploration, crabbing, and
fun that we have had. If you haven’t looked at the photos and trip reports on Meetup site for our dives,
now is a good time to do so.
Just under a quarter of our dives were night dives, and nearly a fifth of our diving was for dives specified
as current dives—primarily Day Island Wall and Skyline. And about 10% of our diving is on boats. A few
of our dives were for training, community service events and, of course, for crabbing. Love those
Dungeness.
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Marker Buoys are not deterred from diving by rain,sleet, snow or hail! We dive in all seasons; There were
equally few dive events and attendance in both January and June. We did go a bit beserk on the diving
thing between August and November. For example, there were 19 dive events scheduled in September
resulting in108 dives logged by the participants of those events! In fact, on some days there were three
separate dive events scheduled. Crazy! Crazy about diving that is.

We also have our favorites when it comes to dive sites. Redondo and Day Island Wall saw the largest
number of dives and tended to have larger numbers or divers at each event. However, while Edmonds UW
Park had smaller numbers attending each event, there were a large number of events held there.
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Some un-scientific observations from having looked over the dive events, dive sites, and participation of
the past year. (Essentially I went through the previous years Meetup calendar and noted the date, dive
site, host, and number of people attending. I did not include dive planning parties, meetings, or banquets,
but did include the Salt Water Dive/Barbecue and the Pumpkin Carving Contest.)


Our dive club takes good advantage of the variety of sites and opportunities we have available in the
Puget Sound. We dive during the week, weekend, days, nights, north, central and south sound, from
shore, in current, and from boats.



We dive all week long! Nearly 60% of our
dives are on the weekend. However, Monday
through Friday has included many night dives,
day-time “slacker” dives and mid-week boat
dives—acounting for about 40% of our total
dive events.



We didn’t see as many dives at Tree Tree
North as we might have due to the temporary
closure of access which began in September
2016 and is continuing into early 2017. Hopefully we will be able to gain access again soon.

Who made this all happen?

2016 Marker Buoy Dives
Weekdays and Weekend

Weekend
59%

Weekday
41%

Thank you to the 2016 Marker Buoy Dive Event Hosts!

Bob Bailey, Bobby Berenson, Bruce Brown,
Scott Brockenbrough, Kimber Chard, Gene Coronetz,
Steve DeBlois,John Downing, Michael Doyle,
Andrew Eve, JoLee Ford, Steve Kalilimoku,
Ian Krauter, Maksim Kviatkouski, Justin McClellan,
Fritz Merkel,Joyce Merkel, Doug Miller,
Rich Moore, Andrea Naertz, Yuri Parfenov,
Joel Perry, David Riley, David Rosenbaum,
Barry Saver, Dan Vaneski, Degan Walters,
Randy Williams, Mark Wilson, and Myra Wisotzky.
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Hornby Island—Diving with Sea Lions…...and More!
February 17—21, 2017
Diving with Sea Lions is an amazing and memorable experience... something every PNW diver should
experience. The Sea Lions at this location are curious about divers and jump off their island to check you
out. You can stay back and just watch these agile underwater acrobats play with other divers or jump in
and get highly 'interactive'.

There are also great 'non-Sea Lion' dive sites where you will see many creatures that are rare here in
Puget Sound. You can also anticipate visibility that significantly exceeds what we have locally.
Above water there is are possibilities to explore local cultural sites such as a re-discovered clam garden
and a local mead winery. Our itinerary of dives and after dive activities will be chosen by the divers that
sign up for this adventure.
In addition to Marker Buoy club members, we will be joined by Joe Gaydos, a marine mammal
veterinarian and Director of the Sea Doc Society. Joe will be available as a naturalist during the dives
and will give us a presentation on Stellar Sea Lions one evening.
Hornby Island Diving is a top notch dive operation that provides simple but very comfortable
accommodations and excellent meals. Their package includes:
 4 nights accommodation: Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday nights
 All meals during your stay: Dinner on Friday through breakfast on Tuesday
 6 boat dives, plus unlimited shore diving
 Air fills, tanks and weights
Cost is $916 (Canadian) plus taxes. A deposit of US$250 will hold your spot. This opportunity is limited
to 10 divers and there are just a few spaces still available—act now!
Contact Doug Coutts at dougcoutts@salishseadiving.com for payment instructions.
(Final payment in February based on US/CDN currency exchange rate at that time.)
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Forest Lane Cottage on Rich Passage
Vacation rental and Diving
Doug Miller and Karin Fletcher

Looking for a break and some diving somewhere new? Why not rent our cottage on the water for
a weekend?
Karin and I bought the house next door as a vacation rental. It is a 50-year-old two-bedroom
wood cottage. The cottage is fully equipped with kitchen, wood stove and laundry facilities and
features an awesome deck over the water out front and a beautiful forest and hiking trails behind.
And of course, there are steps down to the water giving you direct access to diving, kayaking and
more. We have mapped out four distinct dive sites in the reefs out front plus if you have a boat
there are numerous other sites minutes away including Waterman Wall, Wautauga Beach and
Orchard Rocks.

Deck at sunset

Dive sites in West
End of Rich Passage

For more information and reservations check out our website at: www.forestlanecottage.com
or send me email at douglas@milltech.com.
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is over 200. Our members include some that are new to diving or to
the Seattle area as well as those with over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community
Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives of
the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video presentations
of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of interest
to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each year, dive
planning parties, an annual picnic, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
DIVER’S EDUCATION

WEIGHT BELT REPLACEMENT POLICY

The club will reimburse members $15 for
successful
completion
of
advanced
certification courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3
reimbursements per club member per
calendar year.
Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master,
instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial
First
Aid
&
CPR
(non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to David Riley, Treasurer, for your
reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency
during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is
for replacement cost of all items ditched and not
recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

MEET UP/ MARKER BUOYS
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or
directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters:
http://www.meetup.com/Marker-Buoy-Dive-Club/

SPONSOR A DIVE, EARN

AN

AIR CARD

Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits currently with Fritz Merkel and Steve Kalilimoku.
To request an air card, complete the
“Dive Host Air Card Request Form” and submit it
to the Treasurer, Dave Riley.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years or
older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome on
club dives if a parent is a club member and comes
as their buddy.

MARKER BUOY 2016 BOARD
President: Josh Schripsema

Treasurer: David Riley

Webmaster: Justin McClellan

Vice President: Steve Kalilimoku

Programs: Bob Bailey

Event Director: Andrea Naert

Secretary: JoLee Ford

Newsletter: Myra Wisotzky

Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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